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In this paper we prove the general comparison theorem for the difference 
inequalities and several stochastic stability theorems of the nonlinear difference 
equations using this theorem. 
Our theorems generalize Ma and Caughey’s theorems. G 1990 Academic PESS, IX. 
1. INTR~DuCTI~N 
The qualitative properties of solutions of ordinary differential equations 
have been studied by means of Liapunov’s second method by many 
authors [6]. Among such investigations the comparison theorem has been 
one of’the most powerful theorems. 
Now, as is well known, the stability problem of solutions of difference 
equations is a very important one for analyzing so called sampled data 
systems, and for studying this stability problem the discrete comparison 
theorem is also prominently useful [7]. Furthermore the data analysis in 
mechanical, electrical, and control engineering, and the other practical 
problems have necessitated a study of stochastic difference quations. 
Recently Ma and Caughey presented several stability theorems of 
solutions of non-linear stochastic difference quations [8-l 11. 
In this paper we prove the general discrete comparison theorem which is 
a generalization of Ma and Caughey’s comparison theorem and using this 
theorem investigate several stability theorems of non-linear stochastic 
difference quations. From our theorems Ma and Caughey’s theorems [ 111 
are induced simply and easily as corollaries. 
2. PRELIMINARIES 
Let Q be a probability space and let Ak(m), UI E B (k = 0, 1, 2, . ..) be 
independent n x n stochastic matrices, respectively. Suppose that an initial 
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R”-valued probability distribution .vg defined on Q is independent of 
jAk(m)} respectively. N,, denotes the set of non-negative integers, R + 
denotes the set of non-negative real numbers. 
Consider the following linear stochastic difference equation and the 
perturbed stochastic difference quation, 
.K k+ I = Ak(m) -Kk, kENo (1) 
x k+l=Ak(W)Xk+f(krXk), kEN,,> (2) 
where xk E R” and f is a continuous R”-valued function defined on N,, x R” 
with f(k, 0) = 0 for all k E N,. Now we give several stability definitions of 
the solutions of (1). Throughout this paper a number p denotes a positive 
real number. 
DEFINITION 1. The solutions of (1) are said to be 
(SS,) strongly pth mean stable with the order C if there exists a 
constant Cd 1 such that 
mA,,-, .‘.4111P)6C for all m > n 2 0, 
(SS,) strongly pth mean quasi-asymptotically stable if 
lim E(IIA,-, . ..A.II”)=O for all m > n > 0. 
m-x 
DEFINITION 2. The solutions of (1) are said to approach zero fast with 
the order (C, 6) if there exist a constant C 3 1 and 0 < 6 < 1 such that 
E(IIA,~,...A.l1)6C6”~-“+l forall m>n>O. 
DEFINITION 3. The solutions of (1) are said to approach zero fast with 
the order (K, p, c() if there exists a constant K> (1)” such that 
E(llA,-, . ..A.IIP)<K(n+ l)P/mP for all m > n > 0. 
DEFINITION 4. The solutions of (1) are said to approach zero fast with 
the order (K, p, 6) if there exists a constant K3 (1)” and 0 < 6 < 1 such that 
E(IIA,~,...A.I(P)~K(l/m)Pbm~"+' for all m > n > 0. 
DEFINITION 5. The solutions of (1) are said to approach zero fast with 
the order (/I, t, p) if there exists positive sequences (pn} and {t,) such that 
(~+l)~/?,+Oasn+cc and 
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Next we give the stochastic stability definitions for the zero solution 
of (2). 
DEFINITION 6. The zero solution of (2) is said to be 
(S,) pth mean stable for p > 0 if for any E > 0, there exists a 6(c) > 0 
such that 
~(llXkllP) <E for all k E N, 
provided E( IjxO(I “) < b(c), 
(S,) pth mean quasi-asymptotically stable for p > 0 if there exists a 
6,>0 such that 
mGllP) * 0 as k+m 
provided E( llxOllf) < 6,, 
(S,) pth mean asymptotically stable for p > 0 if it is pth mean stable 
and pth mean quasi-asymptotically stable. 
3. LEMMAS 
In this section several emmas are given which we use in the proof of the 
theorems. See [ 161 for the proof of Lemma 1. Lemma 2 is due to MA[ 111 
essentially. And Lemma 3 is a main lemma. 
LEMMA 1. If ai > 0 ,for all non-negative integers i, then 
converge or diverge together. 
LEMMA 2. If a sequence {a,} converges to 1 and 0 < c( < 1, then 
lim fi [(u,)~cz] =O. 
**cc. 
J=l 
Proof: Take a fi > 0 such that 1 < j3 < 1/(~1)]'~. Then there exists a 
positive integer N such that if n 2 N, then 0 < a, < fl since a, + 1 as n -+ CCJ. 
Thus In;=, C(aj)“all <lnl”_, C(aj)“~ll nJ’=,+, [P”a] for all n>N, 
which completes the proof because of (Jpa)“- N + 0 as n + CO. 
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Next we present the general discrete comparison theorem which plays a 
fundamental role in this paper. 
LEMMA 3. Let F(n, s, u): N, x N, x R + + R+ he a monotone non- 
decreasing continuous ,function in u and let two positive sequences { v,, ) and 
(x,} satisfy the following conditions respectively: 
and 
x,Gdn) c Fhs,x.,)+p, , L s=O J p,>o. 
Suppose that the following condition holds for all n E No (n > s): 
(a) 0 <p(n) 6 1 and F(n, s, u) < F(n, s, MU), ~13 1, or 
(b) p(n)31 andaF(n,s,u)dF(n,s,Bu), O<a<fldl. 
Zf (a) holds, then x, < p(n) v, for each n E No provided x0 < p(O) vo. 
Zf (b) holds, then x, < nr=, p(i) v, for each n E No provided x0 < p(O) uo. 
Prooj If (a) holds, then we obtain that for all n E No 
1 
,1~ I n, s, X,/P(S)) 6 0, - 1 F(n, s, u ), s = 0
which implies that x, 6 p(n) v, for each n E No provided x0 < p(O) vo. If (b) 
holds, then set a(s) = n;=,, p(i). We obtain that for all n E No 
n-l 
1 
?I- I x,/a(n)- c 4 n, s, x,/a(s)) d u,, - c F(n, s, v,), 
., = 0 \ = 0 
which implies that x, < a(n) v, for each n E No provided x0 <p(O) uo. This 
completes the proof. 
We remark that Lemma 3 generalizes Lemma 3.1 in [ 111. 
DEFINITION 7. The function F(n, u): No x R+ -+ R+ is said to have 
condition (CI) if MF(n, a) ,< F(n, au) for cf>l 
and 
condition (p) if ctF(n, u) 6 F(n, pa) for O<u</?< 1. 
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4. STOCHASTIC STABILITY OF NON-LINEAR DIFFERENCE EQUATIONS 
In this section we prove stochastic stability theorems of non-linear 
stochastic difference quations. 
Let A: R’ -+ R’ be the difference operator defined by 
Aw,=w,+,-w,. 
In general, the stability definition of the zero solution of the difference 
equation AU,, = F(n, u,) is given for the function F such that the domain 
and the range are N, x R’ and R’, respectively [7]. 
However the non-negativity of variables and values of F is required as a 
fundamental condition in economical, physical, and control systems. There- 
fore we have the following definition of stability of the zero solution of the 
difference equation for the function F with the non-negative domain and 
range. 
DEFINITION 8. The zero solution of the difference equation Au, = 
F(n, un), F(n, 0) = 0, where F(n, u): N, x R+ --) RC, is said to be stable if for 
any a > 0, there exists a C?(U) > 0 such that for all n E N,, 
O<V,<& 
provided 0 < u0 < b(s). 
Asymptotic stability of the zero solution is defined by the same way as 
(S,) in Definition 6. 
To begin with, the first mean stability theorem of the difference quation 
(2) is proved. 
THEOREM 1. Suppose that the following conditions are satisfied for the 
stochastic difference equation (2): 
(la) the solutions of (1) are strongly first mean stable with the 
order C, 
(lb) E( Ilf(n, x)11) 6 F(n, E( llxll)), F(n, 0) = 0 for all n E N,, where 
x: Q -+ R” is a random variable and F(n, u): N,, x R+ + R f is a monotone 
non-decreasing continuous function in u for each fixed n E N,, 
(lc) the zero solution of the difference equation 
AU, = CF(n, v,) (3) 
is (asymptotically) stable. 
Then the zero solution of (2) is first mean (asymptotically) stable. 
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Proof The solution of (2) is of the form 
x,, = ‘lrf A, X() -t “C’ 
( 1 
“r’ A, .f’(.c x,) for all n E N,,. (4) 
i= 0 ., = 0 ,=.5 + I
Since the initial random variable x0 is independent of each AJO) (k E N,) 
and condition (la) holds, we obtain that 
~(llx,,II)~c~(Ilxoll)+“C’Cm~~(Ilx.~ll)) 
s = 0 
for all n E N, 
using condition (lb). Let t’, be the solution of (3) with the initial value 
u0 = CE( llxOl/). Then applying Lemma 3 with p(n) E 1, for all n E IV,, 
Hence by condition (lc), for any E >O there exists a 6,(s) such that if 
0 < u0 < 6, (E), then 0 < v, < a. Therefore setting b(s) = S ,(e)/C, we obtain 
that if E( llxOl\) <@a), then E( Ijx,lj) <E, which implies that the zero 
solution of (2) is first mean stable. The proof of the theorem is complete. 
Theorem 3.2 in [ 111 is obtained as the corollary of this theorem. We 
show this. 
COROLLARY 1. Suppose that the following conditions are satisfiedfor the 
stochastic difference quation (2): 
(Id) the solutions of (1) are strongly first mean stable with the 
order C, 
(le) E(llf(n, x)ll)<~(~)~(llxll), B(n)30 for all neN,. 
Zf the series x1=, B(i) converges, then the zero solution of (2) is first mean 
stable. 
Proof: Set F(n, U) = B(n) U, u E R+ for each n E N,. Then the solution of 
the difference quation AU, = CF(n, v,) is of the form 
ZI’, = u. + c CB(s) u,. 
Y=O 
Therefore, as is well known, we obtain that 
0, = 00 n (1 + Ws)), 
5 = 0 
which implies that the zero solution of Au, = CF(n, u,) is stable by 
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Lemma 1. Since all conditions of Theorem 1 are satisfied, the proof of 
Corollary 1 is complete. 
Now we shall prove the pth mean stability theorem of the stochastic 
difference quation (2). 
THEOREM 2. Suppose that the following conditions are .satisfied for the 
stochastic difference equation (2): 
(2a) the solutions of (1) approach zero fast with the order (K, p, c1), 
(2b) E(lI f(n, x)llP) d 0, R(llxllP)), C::A (s + 2Y R(s, u,) < 
C::A G(s, u,~) for all nE N, where x: Q + R” is a random variable, 
F(n, u), G(n, u) : N, x R+ + R+ are monotone non-decreasing continuous 
functions in u, G(n, 0) = 0 for each fixed n E No and u,~ E R+, 
(2~) the zero solution of the difference equation 
Av, = 2PKG(n, v,) 
is (asymptotically) stable. 
Then the zero solution of (2) is pth mean (asymptotically) stable. 
Proof. Since the solutions of (1) approach zero fast with the order 
(K, p, a), by (4) and condition (2b) we obtain that 
~~2KE(Ilx,llp)+2p 1 nPKC(s + 2)lnlP FCC ~(llx,llp)) 
s=O 
n-1 
Hence by Lemma 3 and condition (2~) we obtain that for any E > 0 setting 
v. = 2”KE( llxoll p), for all n E No 
E(llx,llP) G v n 
<& 
provided E( llxOllP) < S(E)/~~K, where &E) is a positive number such that if 
0 < v. < 8(c), then 0 < v, < E for all n E No, the existence of which is guaranteed 
because of condition (2~). This implies that the zero solution of (2) is pth 
mean stable. Thus the proof of the theorem is complete. 
As the corollary, we get a result similar to Theorem 3.6 in [ 111, 
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COROLLARY 2. Suppose that the,folIowing conditions are sutisfied,fin the 
stochastic dtfference equation (2): 
(2d) the solutions of ( 1) approach zero ,fast bvith the order (K, p, z ). 
(2e) E(llf(n, s)ll”)<B(n) E(lIxJl”).fiw all rt~N(), 
(20 B(n) G B,,t,l, t,, 3 0, where s(n) = Cy=,: (s + 2)” b, d B (a con- 
stant) for all n E N, and the series Cy~- b t, converges. 
Then the zero solution of (2) is pth mean stable. 
Proof Set F(n, U) = B(n) u, G(n, u) = Bt,,u, u E R+ for each n EN,. We 
show that the zero solution of the difference equation Au,, = 2rKBt,v,, is 
stable. Since for all n E N, 
II- I 
v,=vo n (1 +2PKBt,) 
,=o 
and z:,?, t, < co, there exists a T>O such that nXZZO (1 + 2PKBt,s) < 
T< co by Lemma 1, which implies that the zero solution is stable. Thus the 
proof is complete since all conditions of Theorem 2 hold. 
Next we consider the quasi-asymptotic stability theorems. 
THEOREM 3. Suppose that the following conditions are satisfied for the 
stochastic difference equation (2): 
(3a) the solutions of (1) approach zero fast with the order (C, 6), 
(3b) E(IJf(n,x)l()bF(n,E(Ilxl/))foralfn~N,,, wherex:SZ+R”isa 
random variable and F(n, u) : N,, x R i + R + is a monotone non-decreasing 
continuous function in u for each fixed n E No and moreover F has condi- 
tion (c(), 
(3~) cYv, + 0 as n + co, where v, is the solution of the difference 
equation Au,, = CF(n, v,,) with the initial value v0 = CE( llxOl~ ).
Then the zero solution of (2) is first mean quasi-asymptoticall?, stable. 
Proof By condition (3a) and (4), we obtain that for all nE N, 
n-l 
Hence it follows that since 0 < 6 < 1 and F has condition (a), 
n-- 1 
~(llx,tll/~‘7 d c~(l/~oll) + 1 ws, ~(llx,llY~“). 
r=O 
Therefore by Lemma 3, E( jlx,I//S”) B v,, which implies that E( ljx,lJ ) 6 6”v,, 
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and hence E((lx,l/) -+ 0 as IZ + CC by condition (3~). The proof of the 
theorem is complete. 
As the corollary of this theorem we obtain Theorem 3.1 in [ 111. 
COROLLARY 3. Suppose that the following conditions are satisfiedfor the 
stochastic difference equation (2): 
(3d) the solutions of (1) approach zero fast with the order (C, 6), 
(3e) there exists a sufficiently small constant L > 0 such that 
~~llf~~,~~ll~~~~~lI~ll~ forall nENO. 
Then the zero solution of (2) is first mean quasi-asymptotically stable. 
Proof. Set F(n, U) = Lu, u E R+ for each n E IV,. Since condition (3b) in 
Theorem 3 is satisfied, we shall show that condition (3~) holds. Let v, be a 
solution of the difference quation Au,, = CLv,. Then 
u, = (1 + CL)” 210. 
Thus we obtain that Pu, = (6 + CL6)” vO. Since L is sufficiently small, we 
may assume 6 + CL6 < 1. Therefore condition (3~) of Theorem 3 is 
satisfied, which completes the proof. 
THEOREM 4. Suppose that the following conditions are satisfied for the 
stochastic difference equation (2): 
(4a) the solutions of (1) approach zero fast with the order (K, p, 6) 
(4b) E(ljf(n, x)llP)<F(n, E(llxllP)) for all nENO, where x:0--+ R” is 
a random variable, F(n, u): No x Rf --t R+ is a monotone non-decreasing 
continuous function in u for each fixed n E N,, and moreover the function 
F(n, u) has condition (M), 
(4~) ?Y’v,, + 0 as n + co, where v, is the solution of the difference 
equation Au, = 2PKF(n, v,) with the initial value v0 = 2pKE( llxOll “). 
Then the zero solution of (2) is pth mean quasi-asymptotically stable. 
Proof, By (4) and condition (4a), we obtain that for all n E N, 
+ c K(lInY ~n-S-Wlf(s, x,)llp) . 
i = 0 ) 
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Hence it follows that 
Therefore by Lemma 3, E( JIx,II “)/S” d u,,, which implies that E( l/x,/I J’) + 0 
as n + CE by condition (4~). This completes the proof of the theorem. 
Similarly we obtain the following theorem. 
THEOREM 4’. Suppose that conditions (4a), (4b) hold and the function F 
has condition (/I). Furthermore setting p(i) = (1 + l/i)P, i 3 1, p(O) = 1, 
(4c’) 6” nyco p(i) u, + 0 as n + ~0, 
where v, is the solution of the difference equation do, = KF(n, u,) with the 
initial value o0 = KE( I/x,, I/ “) and K > 1. 
Then the zero solution of (2) is pth mean quasi-asymptotically stable. 
As the corollary of Theorem 4’ we obtain Theorem 3.3 in [ 111. Of 
course by Theorem 4 we can also induce Theorem 3.3. However, note that 
although we can prove Theorem 3.3 (Corollary 4) by using Theorem 4’ if 
0 <L < (1 - 6)/(K6), we can not apply Theorem 4 for proving it if 
L > (1 - ~3)/(2~K6) where L satisfies condition (4e). 
COROLLARY 4. Suppose that the following conditions are satisfied for the 
stochastic dtfference equation (2): 
(4d) the solutions of (1) approach zero fast with the order (K, p, 6) 
(K2 l), 
(4e) there exists a sufficiently small constant L > 0 such that 
Then the zero solution qf (2) is pth mean quasi-asymptotically stable. 
Proof Set F(n, u) = Lu, u E R+ for each n E N,. We shall show that 
condition (4~‘) in Theorem 4’ holds. Let v, be a solution of the difference 
equation Au, = KLv,. Then, v, = (1 + KL)” vO. Thus we obtain that 
6” fi p(i) v, = (6 + KL6)” u,, fi p(i). 
,=O ,=O 
Since L is sufficiently small, we may assume that b + 6KL < 1. Therefore by 
Lemma 2, condition (4~‘) holds, which completes the proof. 
Next we prove another pth mean quasi-asymptotic stability theorem. 
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THEOREM 5. Suppose that the following conditions are satisfied for the 
stochastic difference equation (2): 
(5a) the solutions of (1) approach zero fast with the order (p, t, p), 
(5b) E(llf(n, x)ll”)<F(n, E(llxllP)) for all nEN,,, where x:Q+ R” is 
a random variable and F(n, u) : N, x R + -+ R + is a monotone non-decreasing 
continuous function in u for each fixed n EN,, 
(5~) (n + l)P pnv,, -+ 0 as n -+ 00, where an R > 1 is a constant such 
that R>(n+ l)“/I, for all nENO, t,R > 1, and v, is the solution of the 
difference equation Au, = Rt,, 1 F(n, v,) with the initial value v0 
( = t,W boll “1). 
Then the zero solution of (2) is pth mean quasi-asymptotically stable. 
Proof By (4) and the condition of the theorem we obtain that for ail 
nENO 
n-l 
<(n+ lJp B,t~E(Ilx~llP)+ 1 Bnfs+IF(~, ~(llx.~llP)) 
X=0 1 
n-l 
~oR~WoIIP)+ 1 tsfIRF(sT ~(llxsllP)) y 
.v = 0 1 
where p(n) = (n + l)p /I./R for n > 1 and p(O) = 1. Therefore by Lemma 3, 
noting that 0 < p(n) < 1 for all n E No, 
E(llx,Il”) 6 P(n) Vnr 
which implies that E( llxnll “) + 0 as n + cc since p(n) v, + 0 as n -+ co. This 
completes the proof. 
As the corollary of this theorem we obtain Theorem 3.4 in [ 111. 
COROLLARY 5. Suppose that the following conditions are satisfied for the 
stochastic difference equation (2): 
(5d) the solutions of (1) approach zero fast with the order (j?, t, p), 
(5e) there exist two positive constants L, and L, such that 
~(Ilf(n,~)llP)~~~+L~~(llxllP) forall nEN,. 
Zf the series C:=, t, converges, then the zero solution of (2) is pth mean 
quasi-asymptotically stable. 
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Proof Set F(n, u) = L, + Lzu, u E R + for each n E N,,. We show that 
condition (5~) in Theorem 5 holds. Let c,, be a solution of the difference 
equation Au,, = Rt,,+ ,(L, + Lz c.,,). Then 
,I I 
U+RLf,+,)+“~ 
I I 
u,,=vo n RL,t,+, “n (l+RLlt,+.,). 
, = 0 \=o ,=,+I 
Since I,?, ti< co, by Lemma 1 there exists a positive constant B such that 
u,, < B for all neNO. Thus by Theorem 5 the zero solution of (2) is pth 
mean quasi-asymptotically stable. Therefore the proof of the corollary is 
complete. 
We have the following corollary by Theorems 1 and 3. 
COROLLARY 6. Suppose that all conditions in Theorem 3 ,for the 
stochastic difference equation (2) are satisfied. Furthermore tf the zero solu- 
tion of the difference equation Au, = CF(n, v”) (F(n, 0) = 0 for all n E No) is 
stable, then the zero solution of (2) is first mean asymptotically stable. 
DEFINITION 9. The solutions of (1) are said to approach zero fast with 
the order (K, p) if there exists a constant K> (4)” such that 
E(IIA,~,~~~A.lIP)~K/mP for all m > n 2 0. 
Finally we prove the following pth mean stability theorem of the non- 
linear stochastic difference quation. 
THEOREM 6. Suppose that the following conditions are satisfied for the 
stochastic dtfference equation (2): 
(6a) the solutions of (1) approach zero fast with the order (K, p), 
(6b) E( II f(n, x)llp) < F(n, E( Ilxl[*)), F(n, 0) = 0 for all n E N,, where 
x: 52 + R” is a random variable and F(n, u): No x Ri + R+ is a monotone 
non-decreasing continuous function in u for each fixed n E No, 
(6~) the zero solution of the difference equation 
Au, = 2*KF(n, vn) 
is (asymptotically) stable. 
Then the zero solution of (2) is pth mean (asymptotically) stable. 
Proof: Since the solutions of (1) approach zero fast with the order 
(K, p), by (4) and condition (6b) we obtain that 
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d 2pKE(Ilx,ll “) + zp 1 nPK(lln)P F(s, wlX,IIP)) 
., = 0 
n-1 
= zpm llx0ll”) + c 2pJ3~~, ~(Il~,ll “)I. 
s=O 
Hence by Lemma 3 and condition (6~) we obtain the conclusion of the 
theorem by the same way as in the proof of Theorem 2. 
5. STOCHASTIC BOUNDEDNESS OF NON-LINEAR DIFFERENCE EQUATIONS 
In this section we consider the boundedness of solutions of the difference 
equation (2). First of all, let us define the stochastic boundedness of 
solutions of ( 1) and (2). 
DEFINITION 10. The solutions of (2) are said to be 
(B,) pth mean bounded for p > 0 if for any p > 0, there exists a 
p(p) > 0 such that 
E(llx,llP) -=c P(P) forall HEN, 
provided E( llxojl “) < p, 
(B2) pth mean ultimately bounded for p > 0 if they are pth mean 
bounded, moreover there exists a real number B> 0 and for any p > 0, 
there exists a T(p) > 0 such that 
E(lbAIP) < B for all k > T(p) 
provided E( llx,J “) < p. 
Next we give the boundedness definition of solutions of the difference 
equation Au, = G(n, un), where G(n, u): No x R+ -+ R+. 
DEFINITION 11. The solutions of Au, = G(n, u,) are said to be 
(BB, ) bounded if for any p > 0, there exists a p(p) > 0 such that 
o < uk < fl(P) for all k E No 
provided 0 < v0 < p, 
409’147 l-7 
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(BB,) ultimately bounded if they are bounded, moreover there exists 
a real number B > 0 and for any p > 0, there exists a T(p) > 0 such that 
O<r,<B for all k > T(p) 
provided 0 < u0 < p. 
Now we prove stochastic boundedness theorems of (2). 
THEOREM 7. Suppose that conditions (la), ( 1 b) hold and moreover the 
following condition is satisfied,for the stochastic difference equation (2): 
(7a) the solutions of the difference equation 
Au, = CF(n, v,,) 
are (ultimately) bounded. 
Then the solutions of (2) are first mean (ultimately) bounded. 
Proof By the same way as in the proof of Theorem 1, we obtain that 
,,-~ I 
~(Ilx,l1)6C~(llxoll)+ c WC Jwx.sll)) 
.s = 0 
for all n E No. 
Let II, be the solution of the difference equation Au, = CF(n, u,) with the 
initial value u. = CE(lixoli). Then applying Lemma 3 with p(n)= 1, for all 
nENll 
E(llx,ll) d u,, 
which implies that the solutions of (2) are first mean (ultimately) bounded 
because of condition (7a). 
COROLLARY 7. Suppose that conditions (1 a), (1 e) hold for the stochastic 
difference equation (2). If the series x1=, B(i) converges, then the solutions 
of (2) are first mean bounded. 
THEOREM 8. Suppose that conditions (2a), (2b) (or (6a), (6b)) hold and 
the following condition is satisfied for the stochastic difference equation (2): 
(8a) the solutions of the difference equation 
Au, = 2”KG(n, u,) (or Au, = 2PKF(n, v,)) 
are (ultimately) bounded. 
Then the solutions of (2) are pth mean (ultimately) bounded. 
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Proof By the same way as in the proof of Theorem 2 (or Theorem 6) 
we obtain that 
n-1 
~~II~,llP~~~P~~~II~o/lP~+ 1 2PKG(~~~(Ilx,llP)) for all n E N, 
3=0 
(or E( llxnllP) < 2pKE( llxollp) + C::A 2pKF(s, E( Ilx,ilp)) for all n E No), from 
which it follows that the solutions of (2) are pth mean (ultimately) 
bounded because of condition (8a) and Lemma 3. 
Finally we present ultimate boundedness theorems of the stochastic 
difference quation (2). 
THEOREM 9. Suppose that conditions (3a), (3b) hold and the following 
conditions are satisfied for the difference equation (2): 
(9a) the solutions of (2) are first mean bounded, 
(9b) there exists a B> 0 and for any p >O, there exists a T(p) >O 
such that tf v. < p, then S”v, < B for n > T(p), where v, is a solution of the 
difference equation Au, = CF(n, v,). 
Then the solutions of (2) are first mean ultimately bounded. 
THEOREM 10. Suppose that conditions (4a), (4b) hold and the following 
conditions are satisfied ,for the difference equation (2): 
(10a) the solutions of (2) are pth mean bounded, 
(lob) there exists a B> 0 and for any p > 0, there exists a T(p) > 0 
such that if v. < p, then 8’v, < B for n b T(p), where v, is a solution of the 
difference equation Au, = 2PKF(n, v,). 
Then the solutions of (2) are pth mean ultimately bounded. 
Proof By the method similar to the proofs of Theorems 3 and 4, 
respectively, one could prove the above theorems. Thus we omit the proofs 
of the theorems. 
Remark. If the solutions of Au, = CF(n, v,) and Au, = 2PKF(n, II,) are 
bounded, respectively, conditions (9a), (9b) and conditions (lOa), (lob) are 
satisfied, respectively. 
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